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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Jaunty Panda Has Starring Role
BY XING YI

Thousands of  companies, 
several leaders of international 
organizations and heads of state 
have confi rmed they will attend the 
China International Import Expo, 
o�  cials say.

“The expo has attracted more 
than 2,800 companies as exhibitors, 
all of which are from outside China,” 
Wang Bingnan, vice-minister of 
commerce, said in Shanghai.

Nearly 60,000 companies and 
agencies from home and abroad 
have registered online for the expo, 
to be held from November 5 to 10, 
he said. “The registration will be 
completed by the end of August, and 
150,000 purchasers are expected to 
come to the fair.”

The Director-General of the 
World Trade Organization, Roberto 
Azevedo, the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development, Mukhisa 
Kituyi, and the Executive Director 
of the International Trade Centre, 
Arancha Gonzalez, have said they 
plan to attend, Wang said, adding 
that some heads of state had also 
confi rmed they would attend.

The logo and mascot of the expo 
have the theme “New era, shared 
future”.

The mascot is a giant panda 
named Jinbao, which is a pun 
meaning “treasure of the CIIE expo” 
and “bringing in wealth”.

Holding a clover, the panda wears 
a blue-and-yellow scarf embroidered 
with the expo’s logo. Wang said the 
yellow represents the Silk Road 
Economic Belt, and the blue is for 
the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road, 
known collectively as the Belt and 
Road Initiative.

The four-leaf clover represents the 
shape, as seen from above, of the 
75-acre National Exhibition Center 
in Shanghai, where the expo will be 
held, and also represents bringing 
people good luck.

Wu Qing, vice-mayor of Shanghai, 
said 1,700 hotels rated at three stars 
or more will provide 250,000 rooms 
for those attending the expo.

Fang Hui, general manager of the 
venue’s operations department, said 
the facility has been upgraded for 
power, fi re safety, communications 
and parking.  

The logo and mascot for the China 
International Import Expo. 
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BY CHEN NAN

In one room, with tools 
of various kinds and sizes 
hanging on the walls, Sui 
Yiyang stands by a table on 
which lie two pieces of wood 
with frames of the musical 
instrument the guqin that 
he has been working on for 
many months. In another 
room he brushes raw 
lacquer on the frames of 
a guqin patiently over and 
over again.

“Usually it takes about 
two years to fi nish one,” he 
said.

Sui, 32, toils in his studio 
to create the perfect guqin, 
the ancient traditional 
Chinese instrument that has 
a rich history of more than 
3,500 years.

The studio, tucked away 
in a yard near Guangqumen, 
in central Beijing, is about 
3,200 square feet, and Sui 
has worked and lived there 
for seven years. 

He shares the yard with 
Xu Kangyan, a calligrapher, 
He Song, an ink painting 

artist, and Ma Chiye, an 
independent fi lmmaker.

Sui learned the rare 
skill of guqin making from 
Han Tingyao, now 85, who 
was born in Beijing and 
graduated from Tsinghua 
University in 1960. Han is 
the third-generation guqin
master of Jiuyi Qinpai, one 
of the guqin performance 
styles titled Jiuyi, created by 
Yang Zongji (1863-1933), a 
scholar and guqin musician. 
The second-generation 
guqin master of Jiuyi Qinpai 
was Guan Zhonghang (1896-
1972). Sui is the fourth 
generation of Jiuyi Qinpai.

With Han, Sui learned that 
the simple-looking guqin is 
regarded as the “father of 
Chinese music” and favored 
by famous Chinese scholars 
such as Confucius and 
renowned poets such as Li 
Bai.

SEE “GUQIN ” ON P4

Perfume is playing an increasingly 
significant role in the business 
growth of luxury brands, especially in 
Asia, fueled by the emerging middle 
class and millennial consumers who 
want to live luxuriously.

Louis Vuitton had not been involved 
in the perfume business for 70 years 
but returned to it in 2016 and it has 
been one of the company’s fastest-
growing categories.

Now the brand sells its perfumes at 
about 300 stores globally. 

On its official Chinese website, 
Louis Vuitton perfume collections 
carry price tags that range from 
2,100 yuan to 4,300 yuan ($310 to 
$630) each.

“In recent years the performance 

of the luxury goods industry has been 
lukewarm,” said Neil Wang, president 
of consultancy Frost & Sullivan China.

“Perfumes and cosmetics, with 
their (lower) prices, can help brands 
to expand their targeted consumers 
and fi nd new growth points.

“Perfume can help to shape brand 
images, and some people will become 
new customers for the brand through 
buying perfume, even though they 
don’t buy the more expensive bags.”

The global perfume producer Inter 
Parfums Inc. netted sales revenue 
of $591.3 million in its 2017 fi nancial 
year, 13.5% more than in the previous 
year.  

SEE “LUXURY” ON P3

BY LIA ZHU

U.S. President Donald Trump’s 
re-election promotional items and 
merchandise, including fl ags being 
produced in Chinese factories, would 
be subject to new tariffs he has 
proposed on Chinese goods.

The flags, bearing the slogans 
“Trump 2020” and “Keep America 
Great” are being produced at six 
or seven factories in China, with 
hundreds of thousands of flags 
ordered, manufacturers say.

KeqiaoJiahao Arts & Crafts Co. 
in Shaoxing, Zhejiang province, 
received the largest order, for 90,000 
fl ags. SEE “FLAGS” ON P3

Strings of Distinction

Firms Sni�  Perfumes 
and Love the Smell

Trump Hoisted With 
Own Campaign Flags

Retailers turn to fragrance to fi nd new 
growth drivers. Zhu Wenqian reports

Visitors at the China Beauty Expo in Shanghai in May last year. Luxury brand names 
are increasingly looking to perfumes for big returns. FANG ZHE / XINHUA

Flags for U.S. President Donald Trump’s 
2020 re-election campaign are being 
made in Fuyang, Anhui province. 
Proposed new U.S. tari� s would raise 
their cost. PROVIDED TO CHINA DAILY

T
he world should reject 
protectionism and pursue 
openness instead, President 
Xi Jinping says.

He made his defense of free trade 
to an audience of 1,200 government 
and business o�  cials at the BRICS 
Business Forum in Johannesburg, 
South Africa, on July 25.

“A trade war should be rejected, 
because there will be no winner. 
Economic hegemony is even more 
objectionable, as it will undermine 
the collective interests of the 
international community; those who 
have pursued this course will end up 
hurting themselves.”

Xi said China itself was committed 
to greater openness, as he had made 
clear at the Boao Forum in Hainan 
province in April, announcing a series 
of measures to open up China’s 
automotive and fi nancial sectors to 
foreign investment.

“These initiatives are being 
speedily pursued. China will 
build a more investment-friendly 
environment that is aligned with 
international standards, more 
transparent and law-based and 
encouraging competition and 
opposing monopoly.”

The responsibility fell upon BRICS 
countries, which apart from China 
are Brazil, Russia, India and the host 

of the latest summit, South Africa, 
to promote a more open world 
economy, he said.

“We BRICS countries should fi rmly 
promote an open world economy, 
be resolute in rejecting unilateralism 
and protectionism, promote trade 
and investment liberalization and 
facilitation, and jointly steer the 
global economy toward greater 
openness.”

The BRICS countries and other 
emerging and developing countries 
now have the economic muscle to 
achieve this, given that they already 
contribute 80% of global economic 
growth and nearly 40% of global 
economic output, Xi said.

“Growing at their current rates, 
these countries will see their 
economic output approach half 
of the global total in a decade. 
The collective rise of emerging 
markets and developing countries is 
unstoppable, and it will make global 
development more balanced and 
global peace more fi rmly based.”

The BRICS countries, which held 
their fi rst summit in Yekaterinburg, 
Russia, in 2009, have achieved much 
in their fi rst decade, he said.

“Guided by the BRICS spirit of 
openness, inclusiveness and win-win 
cooperation, (we) have deepened our 
cooperation, enhanced our solidarity 

and mutual trust, improving the 
lives of our peoples, and made our 
bond of interests and friendship 
even closer. Indeed, our cooperation 
has contributed much to global 
economic recovery and growth.”

The grouping had the opportunity 
to make new advances in its “next 
golden decade,” Xi said.

“The next decade will be a crucial 
one in which new global growth 
drivers will take the place of old 
ones. A new round of revolution 
and transformation in science, 
technology and industries — 
featuring artificial intelligence, big 
data, quantum information and 
biotechnology — will fundamentally 
change global development and 
people’s work and lives.

“We must seize this important 
opportunity to enable emerging 
markets and developing countries 
to achieve leapfrog development.”

Xi, who visited Senegal and 
Rwanda before arriving in South 
Africa, said Africa holds the key to the 
world’s growth, and it is important 
that the BRICS countries work more 
closely with the continent.

“Africa has more development 
potential than any other region in 
the world.

 
SEE “BRICS” ON P2

President says BRICS countries are obliged to promote a more 
open world economy. Andrew Moody and An Baijie report

Open Trade Is the 
Only Way, Says Xi

President Xi Jinping delivers a speech titled “Keeping Abreast of the Trend of the Times to Achieve Common Development” 
at the BRICS Business Forum in Johannesburg, on July 25. WANG YE / XINHUA

The guqin is more than 
3,500 years old. 
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